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ABSTRACT
As a result of its geographic location, cultural diversity and historical
trajectory, the Gaza strip is a key zone of scholarly enquiry and has a
central role in the historical, social, political, economic, legislative and
environmental discourses for the wider region. Existing historical
knowledge of Gaza is dominated by combative narrative trends
that emphasise the events of the 20th and 21st centuries and
invoke archaeology extensively. In this context, cycles of material
preservation and damage—often accompanying other forms of
violence—have attracted the attention of academics and
international media. Among the corollaries of this situation, is the
destruction and marginalisation of vulnerable cultural heritage,
particularly maritime cultural heritage, which is subjected to
additional environmental, climatic, and anthropogenic pressures.

As a means of countering the challenges on current field research
in the region and to further assess the damage and threats faced by
archaeological fabric, this paper combines data from coastal and
archaeological research conducted in the Gaza Strip to create a
benchmark for the study of its maritime archaeology. Additional
information on the alteration of coastal landscape is deduced
through the analysis of aerial photographs and satellite imagery.
This study falls within the scope of the Maritime Endangered
Archaeology in the Middle East and Africa Project (MarEA). MarEA
aims to comprehensively document and assess vulnerable
maritime archaeology (underwater, nearshore, coastal) and
produce baseline information that can enhance existing
infrastructure on archaeological monitoring and management.

KEYWORDS
Gaza Strip; maritime
archaeology; cultural
heritage; coastal science;
satellite imagery; Levant;
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Introduction

During the 2007 exhibition of Gaza in the Museum of Geneva, Fareed Armaly, a parti-
cipating artist, attempted to distance Gaza from predominant discourses on conflict and
devastation and highlight instead its cultural heritage through a series of interviews.
Among Armaly’s discussions on the complex realities of the ancient port of Gaza, two
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comments attract attention. In the first one, Armaly (2008, 44) summarises common
themes from the interviews, including that: ‘Directly adjacent [to Anthedon harbour]
is the Shati’ refugee camp, heightening the pressures of construction, while the exca-
vation’s proximity to the Mediterranean shore makes it vulnerable to erosion from the
sea and looting by divers’. In a similar context, Jawdat Khoudary, one of the interviewees,
a prominent collector of antiquities and owner of Gaza Archaeology Museum, whose col-
lection was exhibited in Geneva, mentions: ‘You know, the clarity of the sea is related to
the season, and sometimes in December or January you can see everything: marble
columns, capitals, the remains of ships, and so on’ (Armaly 2008, 64). Similar emic per-
ceptions of Gaza’s maritime landscapes have been highlighted during enquiries on the
enigmatic discovery of Apollo’s Statue, allegedly found underwater by a fisherman but
bearing no evidence of long-term exposure to water (Odgaard 2014). Regardless of the
degree of their validity, these accounts underline that it is not uncommon for architec-
tural remains and archaeological artefacts to be found underwater in Gaza. In fact, it
is common enough that the fisherman’s account seems plausible. Above all, these
accounts underscore that, like the rest of the Levantine coast, the Gaza Strip bears signifi-
cant evidence for ancient human engagement with the sea (maritime cultural heritage),
which would benefit from a more systematic and rigorous investigation. Material evi-
dence includes, but is not limited to, harbour infrastructure, imported objects, maritime
transport containers, ship vessels and anchors both on land and under the water.

The Southern Levant, encompassing the coastline of Israel and Palestine, is an area
with extensive material evidence for human presence. Evidence includes a wide array
of maritime archaeological sites, the largest of which regularly appear in discussions
on maritime connectivity and interaction (Marriner et al. 2014; Knapp 2018; Yasur-
Landau et al. 2018; El Safadi and Sturt 2019; Galili et al. 2020.). Among these narratives,
a notable emphasis is observed on material remains within the modern state of Israel—a
wealth of scholarly output linked, among others, to the legacy of Biblical Archaeology
and politicised research, which, despite its bias, has laid the empirical ground for increas-
ingly interdisciplinary and theoretically more encompassing research (Rowan et al.
2018). Moreover, the presence of a Department of Maritime Civilisations at the Univer-
sity of Haifa (https://marsci.haifa.ac.il/en/school/department-of-maritime-civilizations/)
and the establishment of a marine archaeological unit in the Israel Antiquities Authority
(Wachsmann and Davis 2002) has led the way in the documentation, monitoring and
analysis of maritime archaeological sites along this coast.

The tectonic stability of this area (Sivan et al. 2016), the micro-tidal nature of the coast
(Davis and Hayes 1984) and the longstanding and continued presence of humans during
the Holocene offers a rich sedimentary record for scientific analyses. It is unsurprising
then that the presence of funds, infrastructure and capacity to document maritime
archaeological sites has brought Israel’s archaeology at the forefront of global discussions
on ancient maritime infrastructure (e.g. Yasur-Landau et al. 2018), long-term coastal
environmental dynamics (Shtienberg et al. 2021), submerged archaeological landscapes
(e.g. Galili et al. 2018a; 2019; 2020), and the intersection between archaeology and
marine science (Galili et al. 2007; Shtienberg et al. 2014; Sivan et al. 2016; Shtienberg
et al. 2021; Yasur-Landau et al. 2021).

Despite the wealth of available knowledge and the favourable sedimentary conditions
outlined above, a different situation characterises the state of maritime archaeology in the
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Gaza Strip, encompassing over 40 km of the southern Levantine coast. The Gaza Strip, a
coastal strip ranging between 6 km and 12 km, comprises an area of c. 365 km2 that can
be described as maritime (Figure 1). Despite the proximity of archaeological sites to the
coast of Gaza, the scope of archaeological enquiry has only indirectly engaged with the
theories, methods and interdisciplinary discourses of maritime archaeology, apart

Figure 1. Map showing the location of the Gaza Strip in the Eastern Mediterranean (produced on
ArcGIS Pro).
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from a geomorphological study (Morhange et al. 2005). Though Gaza lends itself excep-
tionally well to the approaches outlined above, as well as recent directions in the study of
maritime networks that combine new datasets to shed light on mobility, connectivity and
conceptual geographies (e.g. Leidwanger and Knappett 2018), its incorporation of those
studies is impeded by limited access to excavated material, limited opportunity for scien-
tific analyses, and an ongoing ecological and humanitarian crisis (discussed in the follow-
ing section) that contributes to the rapid deterioration of Gaza’s cultural heritage.

Despite the exceptional vulnerability of maritime archaeology (Erlandson 2012; Van
De Noort 2013), which is aggravated by the ongoing political condition, Gaza’s archae-
ology is incorporated in discourses on endangered maritime cultural heritage (MCH) to a
limited extend (Galili et al. 2018b; Recinos and Blue 2019). Conflict, economic poverty,
restricted access to sites (Keane and Azarov 2012–2013), systematic damage and destruc-
tion (Taha 2019, 36), demographic pressures and associated building development
(Armaly 2008, 60), lack of funds (Sayej 2010, 70), limited capacity and expertise (Al-Hou-
dalieh 2009; Mosneaga 2021) and limited public awareness (Sayej 2010, 62) are factors
impeding the documentation, monitoring and management of Gaza’s MCH.

Despite these challenges, encouraging developments led by Palestinian archaeologists
have emerged during the past decade (see Yahya 2008; Sayej 2010, 62) fostering aware-
ness on the value of cultural heritage in Palestine and engaging more closely with other
regional experts (Hobson 2019; Nikolaus et al. 2019; Semaan 2020, 186), research organ-
isations and NGOs (e.g., Alby et al. 2013; Mosneaga 2021).

Palestinian archaeologists have contributed to a substantial inventory of archaeologi-
cal (and other spatial) information in Palestine (Geomolg), as well as EAMENA’s
(Endangered Archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa) active inventory (data-
base.eamena.org), with evaluation of archaeological sites through newly released aerial
and satellite imagery. An additional inventory of archaeological sites in the Gaza Strip
was updated in 2019 by local archaeologists in collaboration with UNESCO including
268 historical buildings and 86 archaeological sites, 16 of which were not accessible.

With the increasing integration of geospatial technologies in the archaeology of the
Near East (Lawrence et al. 2020), remote documentation of sites has offered significant
opportunities in establishing baseline information and developing monitoring strategies
on vulnerable maritime datasets (Andreou et al. 2020, 2022; Westley et al. 2021). More-
over, the combination of satellite imagery with user-generated images has formed the
basis of recent counter-cartographical initiatives that map different types of violence in
Palestine (Weizman 2017), including the destruction of heritage.

This paper combines information from existing site inventories with coastal research,
to develop a benchmark for the study of MCH in the Gaza Strip. This study is part of the
Maritime Endangered Archaeology in the Middle East and North Africa Project
(MarEA). MarEA aims to rapidly document and assess endangered maritime archaeol-
ogy to produce baseline data that will enhance heritage monitoring and management
in the region and highlight further research directions on the coastal and underwater
environment (Andreou et al. 2020). Documentation is conducted through a combination
of bibliographic research and imagery analysis, often supplemented with in-situ obser-
vations by local collaborators.

We will first discuss the history of archaeology in the Gaza Strip, followed by a discus-
sion on available imagery and associated challenges. Through these, we will establish the
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current state of Gaza’s coastline and assess its MCH as documented by Palestinian
archaeologists.

Though we acknowledge that similar narratives of looting, neglect and lack of coordi-
nation, funding and capacity, illicit digging and current politics emerge also from the
West Bank (al-Houdalieh 2010, 32–33; Yahya 2010a; 2010b; Kersel 2008; 2015), we
focus on the Gaza Strip, due to increasing environmental pressures and due to greater
limitations on direct international investment.

Archaeology in the Gaza Strip

The Southern Levant is an area with a long scholarly tradition with widely acknowledged
links to religion, antiquarianism and colonialism (Meskell 1998; Kersel 2008; Sayej 2010;
Greenberg 2019; El-Khoudary 2019, 91–92). The links between archaeology, nationalism,
and identity in Israel and Palestine are well-studied themes (among others Abu El-Haj
2001; Benvenisti 2002; Ziadeh- Seely, 2007; De Cesari 2010; Yahya, 2010; Gori 2013;
Hallote and Joffe 2002; Silberman 1995; 2013; Starzmann 2010; 2013) and it is not our inten-
tion to examine these here. We instead focus on a distinct aspect of Palestinian heritage,
MCH (coastal, nearshore, underwater), which appears in abundance in the Gaza Strip.

As a result of the complex legal legacies of antiquities in Palestine, the management of
Palestinian cultural heritage has been characterised as fragmented and inconsistent
(Kersel 2015, 28) or even lacking any real legal framework (Bshara 2013, 299). A series
of Ottoman laws (1874, 1884, 1906) have been applied in the broader region of Palestine
for the protection of archaeological sites and objects (Kersel 2008). Following the dissol-
ution of the Ottoman Empire (1917), the colonial British Mandate was established over
Palestine and Transjordan, covering the modern territory of Jordan, Israel and the Occu-
pied Palestinian Territories. Referred to as the ‘Golden Age of Archaeology’ (Moorey
1991, Chapter 3), investment in the cultural heritage of the region enabled the establish-
ment of formal Antiquities Departments and the Antiquities Ordinance (1929), outlining
the process for excavation, analysis, interpretation, storage and display of antiquities (for
more information on antiquities Law in Palestine see Kersel 2008, 2010; Keane and
Azarov 2012–2013). This period included major excavations in the Gaza Strip, including
work by Flinders Petrie at Tell el-Ajjul (1931; 1932; 1933; 1934; Petrie et al. 1952).

Following partition in 1948, independent access for Palestinian archaeologists to
investigate the strip was limited until 1995, when the Israeli–Palestinian Interim Agree-
ment on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (Oslo Accords) presented an opportunity for
Palestinians to manage their cultural heritage located in at least parts of the Palestinian
Territories (Kersel 2015, 27). The establishment of the Palestinian Antiquities service
(DACH) in 1994 marks the beginning of Palestinian-run field projects, a locally driven
scope of legislation, staff training, institution building and protection of sites (Taha
2007, 20), as well as a period of unprecedented number of international archaeological
expeditions, notably at Tell el-Ajjul (Fischer and Sadeq 2001), Tell es-Sakan (de
Miroschedji et al. 2001) and Blakhiya Anthedon (Humbert 2000).

Since the Second Intifada (2000–2005) archaeological activities have ceased or paused,
whilst reports from Gaza highlight the impact of conflict on archaeological sites (Abou
Jalal 2013). Following the 2007 partition of the Gaza Strip, and political divisions
between the DACH offices operating in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip, published
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information on archaeology increasingly became scarce. Subsequent military operations
have left a significant footprint of environmental destruction and infrastructural damage,
particularly in Gaza City and Rafah, producing a large volume of demolition debris,
damages to the sewage system and increase in pollution discharged in the Mediterranean
Sea (UNEP 2009, 17, map 3; Forensic Architecture and Amnesty International 2014).

An important landmark in the history of Palestinian cultural heritage is Palestine’s
UNESCO membership in 2011 and ratification of several of its conventions, which
was widely considered a crucial step in the protection of Palestinian cultural heritage
(Keane and Azarov 2012–2013). Critical voices highlighted the importance of this
inclusion more on a symbolic than a pragmatic level, with Gaza described as being out
of reach (De Cesari 2014). This is particularly evident in Gaza’s MCH.

Though Palestine ratified the UNESCO 2001 Underwater Heritage Convention
(implemented in 2012) off the shore of Gaza, the prolonged blockade prevents access
to most of Palestinian territorial waters, with an estimated 85% of fishing waters being
inaccessible (Keane and Azarov 2012–2013, 333). The blockade has contributed to
Gaza’s economic and humanitarian crisis and is presenting challenges in conducting a
detailed documentation and assessment of MCH. Though there are no known under-
water excavations off the shore of Gaza, there is an understanding that objects channelled
to the antiquities market derive from underwater environments as the result of eroding
materials from archaeological sites (Armaly 2008, 55). Similarly, published excavations of
two Phoenician wrecks in what would be part of Palestine’s EOZ are described as part
of the state of Israel (Ballard et al. 2002). This paper identifies additional challenges to
the coastal landscape of Gaza, deduced through the analysis of aerial and satellite
imagery (Table 1) and cross-referenced with coastal studies conducted by the Islamic
University of Gaza.

Imagery Sources

In situ archaeological assessments of coastal and underwater archaeology in the Gaza
Strip is exceptionally challenging. Nevertheless, the development of remote geospatial
technologies in the archaeology of the Middle East and North Africa region, offers
major opportunities for identifying, assessing, and monitoring sites through available
historical imagery. It also offers a broader geographical perspective on Gaza’s maritime
cultural landscape, where research, like other parts of the Mediterranean, tends to focus
on larger or textually prominent sites.

Table 1. Imagery used for remote assessment.
Name Date Source Resolution

SKYM50 2021 SOAR 50 cm
Airbus 2021 Geomolg 52 cm
Airbus 2018/11 Geomolg 50 cm
Airbus 2015 Geomolg 25 cm
Airbus 2014/08 Geomolg 50 cm
Airbus 2014/07 Geomolg 50 cm
Airbus 2005 Geomolg 100 cm
Airbus 2004 Geomolg 100 cm
Airbus 2003 Geomolg 100 cm
KH9 Hexagon 1971 USGS 100 cm
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A range of cartographic, aerial photography and satellite imagery sources are available
for studying Gaza’s changing landscape and coastal environment. However, several
legacy barriers exist to accessing airborne and spaceborne imagery, relating both to acces-
sing some historic archives and US security restrictions on more recent imagery (Zerbini
and Fradley 2018). The latter restrictions have been recently reformed, and we anticipate
important advances in remote-sensing research over the Gaza Strip in the future.

Among the earliest useful cartographic sources for the region is the Palestine Explora-
tion Fund’s (PEF) Survey ofWestern Palestine drawn up in the 1870s (Conder and Kitch-
ener 1883). While lacking the scale and detail of later mapping, this series is useful in
identifying archaeological sites and recording toponyms excluded from later maps.
The northern Gaza Strip was covered by the Survey of Western Palestine, providing
some archaeological data in terms of mapped sites and indicative toponyms. Important
details can be gleaned from earlier mapping of the region, such as Grimm andMalmann’s
(1850) Atlas of Palestine and the Sinai Peninsula and British intelligence mapping from
1841 (TNA, MPK 1/294/2–8).

Gaza became a focus of aerial mapping during WWI, particularly ahead of the Third
Battle of Gaza, where photogrammetric topographical mapping from aerial photographs
was deployed successfully (Collier 2014). Little interest was taken in archaeological
aspects of the landscape by cartographers, and very little of the original photography
from this period survives. The bulk of the British aerial photographic archive from
WWI began to deteriorate in the 1920s and was discarded (TNA, OS 1/384). Small
numbers of resulting prints have survived in private collections, including a group cover-
ing Gaza shared with the EAMENA project ahead of this research, while more complete
archives taken by Australian squadrons are preserved at the Australian War Memorial in
Canberra (https://www.awm.gov.au/). Photographs taken over British military bases in
1918 by German aircrews are accessible online in the Bayerisches Hauptstaatsarchiv
(https://www.gda.bayern.de/).

Mapping in the region increased under the Survey of Palestine during the interwar
period. Outputs included a range of map series covering Gaza at a range of scales. There
is some evidence that aerial photography collected by the RAF assisted the work of the
Survey of Palestine, although only fragments of this material are known to have survived
(MEC, GB165–0187). Map sheets from this period are valuable in identifying archaeological
sites, structures or features that now, decades later, are considered cultural heritage.

In the mid-1940s, 680 Squadron RAF undertook a systematic survey of Mandate
Palestine, covering the territory with overlapping vertical photography taken at approxi-
mately 15,000 feet (c. 4,500 m). A collection of degraded prints from these missions are
now held at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, with the original negatives housed at the
National Collection of Aerial Photography (NCAP) in Edinburgh. Neither collection is
fully open access, whilst some have deemed the NCAP negatives as inaccessible for
research (Weizman 2020). Sections are published in low resolution in Salmn Abu
Sitta’s (2010) Atlas of Palestine, 1917-1966.

The principal imagery sources for the later part of the 20th century are declassified US
imagery, broadly the Corona missions (1960s) and the Kh9 Hexagon missions (1970s). The
area was likely also covered by the U2 reconnaissance flights from the late 1950s, but the US
authorities have yet to declassify any missions that passed over Israel (Hammer and Ur
2019). Higher resolution commercial satellite imagery is available from the early 2000s,
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but imagery captured by US satellites was until recently, restricted by the Kyl–Bingaman
Amendment (Zerbini and Fradley 2018). Imagery scenes of Gaza are available on the
Geomolg system. Satellite images have also been made available by the soar.earth platform
during the 2021 conflict, including a full-coverage scene of the Gaza Strip.

Though often fragmentary and poorly preserved, historical imagery from the Gaza
Strip offers a valuable record for identifying landscape changes, particularly at the
coastal zone. In this paper, we compared imagery from multiple periods (Table 1),
largely covering the years between 1870 and 2021, with an emphasis on landscape altera-
tions between 1971 and 2021, where frequency of capture and resolution allows more
accurate observations.

Before discussing existing sites in detail, it is necessary to contextualise maritime
archaeology in the broader environment, which has been examined extensively
through the lens of coastal research.

Current State of the Coastline

The coast of the Gaza Strip encompasses a diverse geological and geomorphological area,
with the north and south typified by sand dunes, and the middle/centre of the strip com-
prised of coastal cliffs. The seashore and the sand dunes have been described as the ‘only
natural and recreational areas in Gaza Strip’ (Abd Rabou 2017, 37) and are now places
with dense recreational infrastructure. Parts of the coastal strip, particularly around
the area of El-Mawassi, are used for agricultural purposes.

A common characteristic in coastal scientific research in Gaza is the extensive use of
remote sensing (summary in Abualtayef et al. 2021, 2), which reflects the necessity to
respond to issues resulting from the limited access of Palestinians to the water off the
Strip. Remote sensing has been used to estimate shoreline change between Wadi Gaza
to Al-Sodania between 1972 and 2010 (Abualtayef et al. 2013), the whole coast
between 1972 and 2014 (Abualtayef et al. 2021), and the nearest coast to Gaza City
between the 1980s and 2009 (Alhin and Niemeyer 2009).

Common themes in Gaza’s coastal research include aggravated erosion (identified
across > 60% of the shoreline between 1972 and 2014) particularly at the Egyptian
border, but also instances of coastal accretion resulting from construction and develop-
ment (industrial harbours, leisure infrastructure), as for example at the Gaza harbour.
Abualtayef et al. (2021,10) documented decreasing trends in sandy beaches and increas-
ing trends in built-up areas and agricultural land, partly associated with the 2005 Israeli
withdrawal from the area (Abd Rabou 2017, 76). Those changes were evident in imagery
between 2004 and 2016 and possibly linked to housing projects in Khan Younis and
Rafah (Abu Rabou 2017, 77). The correlation between overpopulation (Alhin and Nie-
meyer 2009), building construction, sand mining and coastal erosion in Gaza is well-
stablished in existing literature (Zviely and Klein 2003; UNEP 2009).

These observations are corroborated by a recently concluded UNDP project that has
calculated a linear regression rate-of-change for the coastline of Gaza strip, quantifying
annual rate of change (Klinger and Knauer 2020; EO Clinic Gaza (eoapp.de)). Though
the quantified results may not be precise for small-scale observations, they offer impor-
tant indications for long-term trends in coastline alteration. They suggest a general trend
toward a negative shoreline movement, in what has been calculated up to 70 m between
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1990 and 2020 (Figure 2). They also highlight associations between negative coastline
alteration with anthropogenic factors, typical in the Mediterranean region, such as
dam construction and artificial coastal structures. These factors have long been stressed
in coastal research in Gaza (Abualtayef et al. 2012, 1), which has highlighted the associ-
ation of increasing erosion with sediment deficiency in the eastern Mediterranean follow-
ing the construction of the Aswan dams (1902, 1964). Additional factors contributing to
erosion are the construction of groins in 1972, the 1978 construction and subsequent
removal of breakwaters, and the development of Gaza harbour in 1994–1998. One can
observe the accumulation of land south of the harbour, as a result of trapped sediment

Figure 2. Map showing net shoreline movement between 1990 and 2020 (adopted from www.undp.
gaza.eoapp.de).
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and land reclamation (disposal of construction waste), but also erosion (>1 m/annum) to
the north of the harbour. Sediment accumulation was noted on the north border of the
Gaza strip, probably trapped due to the sea barrier constructed in 2018—a barrier that
stops the counter-clockwise transportation of sand from the Nile Delta (Shtienberg
et al. 2014).

These studies tend to address the environmental impact of coastline alteration (Abd
Rabou 2013; MEnA 2001) on marine biodiversity, pollution, as well as the economic
impact on the fishing and tourist industries. They also identify the main challenges in
the environmental management of Gaza’s shoreline, including the ineffective and unsus-
tainable management of coastal and marine ecosystems, pollution, and degradation,
increasing demand of land, outdated fishing equipment, limited fishing zones (and
associated overfishing), and coastal development including ports, power stations and
desalination plans (Abd Rabou 2017, 18). Notably, Abd Rabou (2017) stresses the
need for more detailed geospatial data concerning Gaza’s coastal and marine environ-
ment, establishment of regular coastal assessment and monitoring strategies, develop-
ment of local expertise on remote sensing, and funding for bathymetric surveys. The
same aspects of infrastructure and capacity building are necessary for the management
of MCH and could, in fact, be developed in conjunction with coastal management strat-
egies. However, despite extensive studies on the state of Gaza’s coastline by researchers,
international organisations, NGOs (Mosneaga 2021) and government bodies (MOPIC
1996; MEnA 2001), the relationship between coastal alterations and MCH remains
under-explored.

The Current State of Maritime Archaeology

In this paper we are looking at evidence for pre-modern human activity on the modern
coastline, and near ancient shorelines as indicated by geomorphological studies.
Additional archaeological evidence in the Gaza Strip has been documented not in
direct association with the coastline. Though these sites may not contribute to the recon-
struction of the materiality of maritime activities, they offer important insights into
broader economic and social networks that often extend beyond the immediate coastal
zone. For these sites, we include brief notes on damage noted in imagery between
1971 and 2021 (Tables 2 and 4).

For this study, we combined information from the Geomolg, the EAMENA and the
Digital Archaeological Atlas of the Holy Land (DAAHL) databases. We subsequently
enhanced it with published information, resulting in 93 archaeological sites (Figure 3).
Some of the better-known sites were excavated during the British Mandate in Palestine
and between 1994 and 2001. Others are assumed to have been documented by local auth-
orities since 2001. EAMENA researchers have identified an additional 43 archaeological
features in historic maps (e.g., cisterns, fountains, burials, historical buildings), while
Palestinian trainees participating in workshops funded by the Cultural Protection
Fund have added in the EAMENA database features associated with toponyms suggestive
of premodern activities. These include sites, the name of which contains the word
Khirbet (=ruin) and Tell (=mound), as well as areas (documented on maps from the
Survey of Western Palestine and the 1:20,000 output of the Survey of Palestine) sugges-
tive of rural Sheikhs’ tombs, holy sites, tombs and cemeteries that have acquired
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Table 2. Summary of observations on Gaza Strip’s archaeological sites.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

1 Abasan al-Kabur Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Increasing building
construction.

DAAHL

2 Abasan el-Saghir Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Increasing building
construction. Evidence for
building demolitions in
imagery from August 2014

DAAHL

3 Abu Shehab Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Dense building construction. EAMENA

4 Al-Qubbah Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Agriculture, building
construction, visible craters
on imagery from August
2014, as well as evidence for
extensive bulldozing
(desurfacing) agricultural
fields surrounding the
village.

DAAHL

5 Anthedon, Gaza
Ancient port,
Tida, al-Blakhiyah

Bronze Age - Early Islamic Coastal erosion, building
construction, reported
looting. Craters visible on
and around the site on
imagery from August 2014.

Petrie and Ellis 1937;
Humbert and Sadeq 2000;
Nabulsi et al. 2010.

6 Arab al-Qila’i Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Agriculture and construction
of a large industrial
infrastructure between
2015 and 2018.

DAAHL

7 ‘Arab et Tarabin Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. Surface clearance
in 2015. Proximity to the
runway at Khirbet el Isra’.

Geomolg

8 Beach R.C. (See also
esh-Shatt)

Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Dense building construction. DAAHL

9 Beit Hanun and/or
Hanoun

Iron Age, Late Islamic
(Ottoman)

Building construction.
Architectural features (e.g.,
columns, mosaics,
anthropoid coffins)
excavated from Beit
Hanoun prior to 1994 have
reportedly been seized by
Israel (Al Jazeera 2003).

Geomolg, EAMENA, DAAHL

10 Beit Lahiya, old
town

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman), Early 20th
century

Building construction.
Demolitions and surface
clearance visible in imagery
from 2021.

Geomolg; DAAHL.

11 Bethaglaim, Tell al-
’Ajjul, Tell el-
Nekeiz

Middle-Late Bronze Age,
Byzantine, Middle Islamic
(Fatimid/Ayyubid/
Crusader)

Backfilled and used as an
agricultural field. Craters
visible on and around the
site on imagery from
August 2014.

Petrie 1932; Fischer and
Sadeq 1999.

12 Deir el-Balah Late Bronze Age, Roman
Imperial, Middle Islamic
(Fatimid/Ayyubid/
Crusader), Late Islamic
(Mamluk, Ottoman), Early
20th century

Extensive building
construction.

Geomolg, DAAHL; Brandl
and Brandl 2010; Levin
et al. 2010.

13 el-Batshan Premodern features of
uncertain date

Dense building construction. EAMENA

14 el-Harbish Premodern features of
uncertain date

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.
Evidence for surface
clearance or bulldozing in

EAMENA

(Continued )
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Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

imagery from 2015. The site
is not clearly visible in
2018–2021 imagery.
Possible instalment of huts
between 2018 and 2021.

15 el-Muntar Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture, building
demolition and visible
craters in imagery from
August 2014, building
construction between 2014
and 2021.

EAMENA

16 el-Qashani Roman Imperial, Byzantine
Period, Premodern
features of uncertain
date

Coastal erosion and building
construction.

EAMENA

17 en-Nusairat Premodern features of
uncertain date

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.
Building Construction.
Reported looting in a
location near Nusairat
(Armaly 2008, 59).

EAMENA

18 er-Rasm Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. EAMENA

19 er-Rusum Premodern features of
uncertain date

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.

EAMENA

20 esh-Shatt (see also
Beach R.C.)

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Dense building construction. EAMENA

21 esh-Sheikh ‘Abeid Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture. Craters visible on
the fields in imagery from
August 2014.

EAMENA

22 esh-Sheikh Ahmad Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.

EAMENA

23 esh-Sheikh ‘Ajlin Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

A post-1970s domed building
is identified in imagery
between 2003 and 2014,
visibly damaged in August
2014 and demolished by
2018. Instalment of coastal
huts between 2018 and
2021.

EAMENA

24 esh-Sheikh ‘Aliya Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Building construction and
small orchards.

EAMENA

25 esh-Sheikh Duweir Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture, building
construction, agricultural
buildings.

EAMENA

26 esh-Sheikh el-
Maghazi

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman), Premodern
features of uncertain
date

Dense building construction. EAMENA

27 esh-Sheikh en-
Nagiyah

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Bulldozing and surface
clearance between 2003
and 2004. Craters and
building demolitions visible
in imagery from 2021.

EAMENA

28 esh-Sheikh Hasan Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Coastal erosion and building
construction.

EAMENA

29 esh-Sheikh
Mohammad

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Surface clearance and
agricultural facilities.

EAMENA

(Continued )
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Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

30 esh-Sheikh
Mohammad el-
Yamani

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture and building
construction.

EAMENA

31 esh-Sheikh Nabhan Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Located within the border
and surrounded by
bulldozing and levelling
activity.

Outside of the area of
Interest

32 esh-Sheikh Rashid Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman), Premodern
features of uncertain
date

No visible disturbances on the
location of the site, through
the surrounding area is
covered in modern
buildings.

EAMENA

33 esh-Sheikh Sa’d el-
Ensar

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Surface removal between
2005 and 2014. Possible
crater visible in imagery
from August 2014. Building
construction and
agriculture from 2014 to
2021.

EAMENA

34 esh-Sheikh Salem Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture and agricultural
buildings.

EAMENA

35 esh-Sheikh Sara Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agricultural buildings.
Adjacent building
construction. Possible
surface clearance.

EAMENA

36 esh-Sheikh Shubani
and adjacent
cemetery

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture EAMENA

37 esh-Sheikh
Sulaiman Rafah

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Dense building construction. EAMENA

38 esh-Sheikh Umm
en-Nasr

Premodern features of
uncertain date

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.
Agriculture, agricultural
buildings.

EAMENA

39 esh-Sheikh ‘Umri Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture EAMENA

40 esh-Sheikh Yusuf Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Dense building construction. EAMENA

41 esh-Sheikha Amina Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture and building
construction.

EAMENA

42 esh-Sheikheh Umm
Duheir

Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman), Premodern
features of uncertain
date

Building construction and
orchards.

EAMENA

43 Gaza Old City Bronze Age, Hellenistic,
Roman Imperial,
Byzantine, Early Islamic
(Umayyad/Abbasid/
Fatimid), Middle Islamic
(Fatimid/Ayyubid/
Crusader), Late Islamic
(Mamluk/Rasulid-
Ottoman)

Continuous habitation, dense
building construction,
building demolitions, air
strikes documented during
most periods of hostilities.
Building demolitions visible
in imagery from 2021 in
Gaza city, but no visible
damage on the historical
core.

Gatt 1888; Glucker 1987;
Humbert and Sadeq 2000;
Magness 2003; Clarke et al.
2004; Gideon 2014; Sadeq
2015; Ben-Bassat and
Buessow 2020.

44 Hakurat ‘Abd el-
Hamid

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. Agricultural
buildings in the vicinity.

EAMENA

45 Jabaliya old town Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Dense building construction. Geomolg, DAAHL

46 Khan Yunus Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman), Early 20th
century

Dense building construction.
Some building demolition
noted in imagery from 2021.

DAAHL; Levin et al. 2010.

(Continued )
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Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

47 Khirbet Abu Qashta Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and building
construction.

Geomolg

48 Khirbet Aslan Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and agricultural
building construction.

Geomolg

49 Khirbet el-’Adas Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and building
construction.

Geomolg

50 Khirbet el-Bard and
or Barad

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and building
construction. Road
extension between 2018
and 2021.

Geomolg

51 Khirbet el-Bureij
and/or Breij and
or Burayj

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and dense
building construction.

Geomolg, EAMENA, DAAHL

52 Khirbet el-Esra’ and
or Isra’

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Covered by an airport runway
until 2005, until abandoned
at some point between
2005 and 2014. Some
surface clearance between
2015 and 2018. Completely
abandoned before2021.

Geomolg

53 Khirbet en-Nuseira
and or Nasira

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Building construction before
2003. Extensive demolitions
in August 2014. Rebuilding
between 2015 and 2018.

Geomolg

54 Khirbet er-Rasm, el-
Khirbeh

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. Craters visible in
imagery from August 2014.
Structure rebuilding
between 2015 and 2018.

EAMENA

55 Khirbet esh-
Shallouf and/or
Shaluf

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and agricultural
buildings.

Geomolg

56 Khirbet es-Sawaqi Premodern features of
uncertain date

Dense building construction.
Craters in agricultural fields
visible in imagery from
August 2014.

Geomolg

57 Khirbet es-Sira Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. Extensive
demolitions in August 2014.
Rebuilding between 2015
and 2018.

Geomolg

58 Khirbet Ikhza’a Roman Imperial, Byzantine
Period

Building construction and
agriculture. Evidence for
demolitions in August 2014.
Rebuilding between 2015
and 2018.

Geomolg, EAMENA

59 Khirbet Rafah Byzantine Dense building construction.
Surface clearance/
bulldozing between 2003
and 2004 for the expansion
of buildings. Agriculture.

Sadeq 2015

60 Khirbet Souq
Mazen and/or
Suq Mazin

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. Geomolg

61 Khirbet Zeita Premodern features of
uncertain date

Evidence for bulldozing/
levelling in 2004. Extensive
demolitions in August 2014.
Rebuilding between 2015
and 2018. Surface clearance
between 2018 and 2021.

Geomolg

62 Maqam el-Khader Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Building construction EAMENA

(Continued )
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Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

63 Maqam el-Khalili Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Agriculture. Building
construction between 2005
and 2014.

EAMENA

64 Nazla Late Islamic (Ottoman),
Early 20th century

Dense building construction. DAAHL

65 Qa’ el-Khirbeh Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture. EAMENA

66 Rafah Late Islamic (Mamluk,
Ottoman)

Severe coastal erosion DAAHL

67 Taur Ikhbeineh Chalcolithic, Early Bronze
Age

Sedimentation, agriculture,
building development.
Surface clearance and
vegetation removal
between 2018 and 2021.

Geomolg; Petrie 1932

68 Tell Abu el-Hawa Premodern features of
uncertain date

Coastal erosion, building
construction. Erosion of
(likely modern) structures
on the coast between 2018
and 2021.

Geomolg

69 Tell ‘Akluk, Tell er-
Ruqeish

Iron Age Erosion, building
construction.

Oren et al. 1986; Oren 1993;
Sadeq 2014; Thareani
2016.

70 Tell el-Fajam and/
or Fajim

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Building construction and
creation of agricultural
plots.

Geomolg, EAMENA

71 Tell el-Fukhari Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and building
construction.

Geomolg

72 Tell el-Harrash Premodern features of
uncertain date

Coastal erosion and accretion,
building construction.

Geomolg

73 Tell el-Jenan Premodern features of
uncertain date

Coastal erosion, building
construction.

Geomolg

74 Tell el-Khirbeh and/
or Khirba

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Building construction,
agricultural activities.
Craters visible in imagery
from 2021.

Geomolg

75 Tell el-Mukheimil Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and building
construction.

Geomolg

76 Tell el-Qatifa Ceramic Neolithic Sedimentation and jetty
development around the
Tell. The Tell itself is
experiencing erosion.
Attempts to contain its
erosion may be visible in
imagery from 2021.

Epstein 1984

77 Tell esh-Sheikh
Radwan

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Partial coverage by modern
architecture.

Geomolg, EAMENA, DAAHL

78 Tell es-Sakan Early Middle Bronze Age Building construction,
bulldozing and levelling,
military use, reported
looting. Crater visible near
the site in imagery from
August 2014.

De Miroschedji et al. 2001.

79 Tell es-Sanam Iron Age Agriculture, creation of
agricultural plots between
2005 and 2014 and
between 2018 and 2021.
Craters visible around the
site in imagery from August
2014.

Sadeq 2014

(Continued )
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Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

80 Tell eth-Thahab Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture, levelling between
2003 and 2004, and likely
damage due to bombings in
the general vicinity visible
in imagery from August
2014. Craters in agricultural
fields visible in imagery
from 2021.

Geomolg

81 Tell et-Tin Bronze Age Surface clearance between
2003 and 2004; creation of
agricultural plots and
peripheral building
construction between 2005
and 2014. Further surface
clearance and creation of
road tracks between 2018
and 2021.

Geomolg, Possible the
general area of MBA
activity at al-Moghraqa
(Steel et al. 2004).

82 Tell et-Tineh Bronze Age Agriculture and Building
Construction

EAMENA

83 Tell Haboula and/or
Habbule

Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture, some building
construction, damage/
demolition of buildings
visible in imagery from
August 2014.

Geomolg

84 Tell Ma’in Premodern features of
uncertain date.

Building construction. Geomolg

85 Tell Musabbih Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and agricultural
buildings.

Geomolg, EAMENA

86 Tell Rafah, Tell
Zu’roub, Raphia,
Rafia

Iron Age, Hellenistic,
Roman Imperial.

Coastal erosion, building
construction.

Geomolg, EAMENA, Aharoni
1974

87 Tell Ridan Late Bronze Age Coastal erosion. Covered by
modern buildings.

Geomolg ‘Tell Ridan / דירלת .’
⍰Hadashot Arkheologiyot
/ טמ/חמתויגולואיכראתושד
⍰(1974): 10–13.

88 Tell Tin Fanis Premodern features of
uncertain date.

Agriculture. Levelling and
creation of agricultural
fields between 2015 and
2018.

Geomolg

89 Tell Umm ‘Amer,
The Monastery of
Saint Hilarion,
Umm et-Tut

Roman, Byzantine, Early
Islamic, Premodern
features of uncertain
date

Reported looting EAMENA, Geomolg, Alby
et al. 2013.

90 Tulul el-Humr Premodern features of
uncertain date

Creation of agricultural plots
between 2005 and 2014.
Vicinity to Az Zaitoun
sewage treatment plant
that flooded in 2009 (UNEP
2009).

EAMENA

91 Umm el-Hajar Premodern features of
uncertain date

Agriculture and agricultural
buildings.

EAMENA

92 Wadi Gaza Late Neolithic/Ceramic
Neolithic

Coastal erosion, sedimentation,
water pollution caused by
sewage plant damage
(2009), sewage discharge.
Craters on fields surrounding
the mouth of Wadi Gaza
visible on imagery from
August 2014.

Ubeid 2016

(Continued )
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significance in their local communities (Frantzman and Bar 2013). Finally, DAHHL has
mapped pre-Mandate villages documented by the Western Palestine survey, which could
be classified as Late Islamic (Ottoman) or Contemporary Islamic (Early 20th century).

Wadi Gaza

The examination will start fromWadi Gaza, an important historical landmark (Humbert
and Sadeq 2000; Sadeq 2014), surrounded by archaeological sites that have been explored
more extensively (Figure 4). The coastal wetlands of Wadi Gaza are a fragile environment
included inUNESCO’s tentative list, up until recently experiencing disturbances due to the
discharge of raw sewage into the wadi (UNEP 2009, 41–42 andMap 10) and the use of the
surrounding landscape as a waste dump site (UNEP 2009, 50). Geomorphological changes
around themouth of theWadi are visiblewhen comparing imagery between 1971 and2021
(Figure 5). Though pollution would make challenging any underwater archaeological,
terrestrial and marine geophysical survey, the recent removal of the sewage plants will
alleviate some of the challenges involved in archaeological work at Wadi Gaza.

Table 2. Continued.

RESOURCE NAME
CULTURAL SUB-PERIOD

TYPE OBSERVATIONS SOURCES

93 Zeita Premodern features of
uncertain date

No visible premodern
structures in any of the
imagery outlined in table 1.
Agriculture. Surface
clearance between 2018
and 2021.

Geomolg, EAMENA

Figure 3. Documented archaeological sites and features (produced on ArcGIS Pro).
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According to Morhange et al. (2005), presently inland sites such as the Chalcolithic
and Early Bronze Age Taur Ikhbeineh and the Bronze Age Tell es-Sakan were likely
coastal or near coastal in antiquity. Tell es-Sakan (3500–2350 BCE), located in Wadi
Gaza’s riverbank likely had its harbour in a palaeo-channel (de Miroschedji et al.
2001; Morhange et al. 2005). Based on available imagery, Tell es-Sakan appears to
have experienced significant landscape alterations, particularly between 2003 and 2004,
and between 2005 and 2014. The (now backfilled) surface of the site has been altered
through the carving of tracks, bulldozing visible on 2018 imagery, associated by some
with reported military use (Smith 2017), as well as the demographic pressures visible
in the expansion of houses and agricultural plots around the site (Figure 6).

Taur Ikhbeineh presently 3 km inland, adjacent to Wadi Gaza and dating to the
4th–3rd millennia BCE (Oren and Yekutieli 1992; de Miroschedji et al. 2001) was
also likely coastal or near coastal in antiquity (Morhange et al. 2005). Following its

Figure 4. Map showing archaeological sites along Wadi Gaza. Note also different imagery resolution
between scale restricted, publicly available imagery from Google Earth and imagery granted by the
European Space Agency (produced on ArcGIS Pro).
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excavations in the late 1980s and until 2004 the area was used agriculturally. Imagery
from 2004 suggests initial building developments in the area, while more recent
activity includes land clearance potentially to accommodate further construction
(Figure 7).

Currently in Wadi Gaza’s bed, the MBA–LBA Tell el-Ajjul is one of the most exten-
sively examined archaeological sites in Gaza, described as an estuarine landscape in the
Bronze Age (Morhange et al. 2005). Tell el-Ajjul is now used agriculturally (El Khoudary
2019, 92), as corroborated by recent satellite imagery. Land clearance can be observed
between 2003 and 2004, and by 2014 an increasing number of structures were built
(Figure 8). Craters and building demolitions have been noted on and near Tell el-Ajjul
on imagery from August 2014 (but not visible on imagery from July 2014), which
coincides with the 2014 Gaza War.

Further to theWest, at the entry of the estuary, archaeologists noted IronAge surfacefinds
at Tell es-Sanam (Morhange et al. 2005; Sadeq 2012). The surrounding landscape has com-
pletely transformed between 2005 and 2014, with the building of several industrial facilities
on the wadi mouth and alluvial fan, and agriculture-related buildings within the estimated
area of the site (Figures 5 and 9). Evidence for building demolitions and craters near and

Figure 5. Landscape changes around the mouth of Wadi Gaza between 2003 and 2021 (produced on
ArcGIS Pro using publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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around Tell es-Sanam has been noted in imagery captured in July and August 2014. These
coincide with the 2014 Gaza War, with confirmed incidents of bombing of the coastal
zone (near Khan Yunis). Though Wadi Gaza lends itself well to a study of the diachronic
engagement of people with the sea, the drastic alteration of its surrounding landscape chal-
lenges the collection of geomorphological data (geophysical or coring).

Modern Gaza and Environs

The area directly NE and adjacent to the modern Gaza harbour has experienced dramatic
coastal erosion, quantified by Klinger and Knauer (2020) between 40 m and 50 m over
the past 30 years (Figure 10). In this area and further to the north, Palestinian trainees
collaborating with the EAMENA have identified MCH dating to the Roman, Byzantine

Figure 6. Landscape changes around Tell es Sakan between 2003 and 2021 (produced on ArcGIS Pro
using publicly available imagery from geomolg,ps).
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and Late Islamic periods. These are periods with more extensive textual evidence that
highlights the role of this coastline in Levantine maritime networks (Obied 2016, 129–
30). Byzantine sources mention the harbour of Gaza (among others), including

Figure 7. Landscape changes around Taur Ikhbeineh (also Tour Ikhbeineh) between 2003 and 2021
(produced on ArcGIS Pro using publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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references to land networks connecting coastal sites along the Syro-Palestinian coast
(Yasur-Landau et al. 2018, 80). In addition, material evidence suggests the key role the
southern Levant played in the export of wine during the 5th century CE with Gaza and
Ashkelon jars excavated in central and western Europe, including England (Johnson
and Stager 2008). This location corresponds to the general area between Gaza and Anthe-
don, discussed below.

Further to the NE, Tell Abu el-Hawa is an area of multiperiod premodern activity
(geomolg.ps). Unlike its densely built surroundings, the area likely corresponding to
the Tell was only temporarily covered by a structure constructed and abandoned
between 2004 and 2014. Like the rest of the coastline NE of Gaza harbour, it has experi-
enced severe coastal erosion.

Figure 8. Landscape changes around Tell el-Ajjul between 2003 and 2021 (produced on ArcGIS Pro
using publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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Near the Beach refugee camp, the site of Anthedon is located directly on the beach-
front (Humbert and Sadeq 2000, 107). The exposed and backfilled archaeology of Anthe-
don, including features dispersed in inland locales (Nabulsi et al. 2010) and probably
associated with a range of underwater components is included in UNESCO’s tentative
list. Photographs of the site indicate exposure to coastal erosion, something corroborated
by coastal studies that suggest an annual land loss ranging between 40 cm and >100 cm
(Figure 11). Additional disturbances include bulldozing and surface clearance to accom-
modate agricultural plots and structures (2004), the creation of breakwaters and exten-
sive building construction between 2005 and 2014, craters visible on imagery in
August 2014, some of which are near excavation trenches, and subsequent building
and infrastructure reconstructions (2015–2021) (Figure 12). Though the extent of the
different chronological components of Anthedon are not known, many archaeological
features are likely presently underneath modern buildings. Despite the current state of
the site, the coastal scarp, the nearshore area and the seabed present both significant

Figure 9. Landscape changes around Tell es-Sanam between 2003 and 2021 (produced on ArcGIS Pro
using publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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opportunities and an urgent need for a systematic seabed mapping and a broader mar-
itime archaeological study. Though due to the presence of military activity around
Anthedon, archaeological documentation is challenging, Forensic Architecture (Gold-
smith University) has recently combined drone imagery with archival photos for a
virtual excavation of Anthedon, highlighting also its broader archaeological landscape
(Forensic Architecture, personal communication 18 October 2021).

The coastal area around and NE of the modern Gaza harbour is generally examined in
conjunction with the Old City of Gaza. Largely demolished and rebuilt during the 20th
century, the Old City of Gaza is an area with a longstanding human presence, aspects of

Figure 10. Landscape changes around the Gaza harbour between 1971 and 2020 (produced on ArcGIS
Pro using purchased Corona Imagery, publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps and adopted illus-
tration from www.undp.gaza.eoapp.de).
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which are preserved in individual buildings and neighbourhoods (Clarke et al. 2004;
Sadeq 2015). The city of Gaza has been the theatre of hostilities with most recently the
2021 conflict, resulting in the demolition of buildings and the creation of massive
amounts of debris. In this paper we only examined the locations around archaeological
sites with the aim to note any association between potential damage and cultural heritage.
Despite the severe impact of conflict in the city, the main challenge in identifying pre-
modern material evidence in Gaza is urban expansion—an issue arising from limited
space as a result of the ongoing blockade and conflict. The same applies for Jabaliya,
Beit Hanoun and Beit Lahiya located NE and E of Gaza city, all of which were existing
villages before the British Mandate in Palestine (1948) and have since expanded to
larger towns.

North Border—Naval Barrier

At the northern-most end of the Gaza Strip (Figure 3), DAAHL has mapped sites ident-
ified by the Israel Antiquities Authority. Some of these sites, located along the North

Figure 11. Shoreline change and movement between 1990 and 2020 on the coast of Anthedon
harbour (adopted from www.undp.gaza.eoapp.de).
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border with Israel, were originally surveyed in 1972–1973, resurveyed in 1995 and
published in 2004 (http://www.antiquities.org.il/survey/new/default_en.aspx?pid =
175#EditFor). The surface remains south of the border are multi-period and range
between the Neolithic and the Ottoman Era. Though no coastal structures have been
documented, Byzantine potsherds and coins were noted on the beach, along with archi-
tectural stones, marble fragments and roof tiles from other chronological periods. Like
most of the coastline of the Gaza Strip, this area is experiencing severe erosion
(Figure 2). The adjacent seabed is also disturbed by the 200 m naval barrier constructed
in 2018–2019. This barrier acts as sediment trap, which decreases the rate of coastal
erosion, but also covers any underwater material remains (Figure 13).

SW of Wadi Gaza

Moving to the SW of Wadi Gaza, multiperiod premodern human activities are likely at
Tell el-Harrash (geomolg.ps), a coastal location that has experienced both coastal erosion
and accretion, the latter related to land reclamation. Though the spatial extent of premo-
dern human activities is unknown, several modern (likely agriculture related) structures

Figure 12. Landscape changes around Anthedon harbour between 1971 and 2021 (produced on
ArcGIS Pro using purchased Corona Imagery and publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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are noted within the broader area of the tell. Tell el-Harrash requires further examination
to establish a more precise chronology and identify associated maritime activities.

Further to the south, Tell Ruqeish, is an Iron Age site near a silted-up bay (Oren 1993;
Morhange et al. 2005, 78). The associated coastline has experienced severe erosion and
extensive construction. Tell Ruqeish would benefit from a detailed documentation of
its exposed coastal scarp. South of Tell Ruqeish, a jetty was constructed at some point
between 2015 and 2018.The area south of the jetty has experienced alterations due to
sediment accumulation and the area north of the jetty has experienced aggravated
erosion. Directly adjacent to the jetty is the Neolithic Tell Qatifa (Eptstein 1984), now
surrounded by reclaimed land obscuring and potentially protecting any underwater
material remains (Figure 14). Further examination of Tell Qatifa could help reconstruct
prehistoric mobility patterns and contribute to important discussions on (elsewhere sub-
merged) prehistoric landscapes.

About 2.5 km south of Tell Qatifa and along the coast, a possible Iron Age stone quay
has been reported at Tell Ridan (Raban and Galili 1985, 329–32)—an area presently
covered by modern structures. The general area was covered by more extensive building,
later removed (with associated bulldozing and surface clearance) at some point between
2005 and 2014. Due to the exposure of Tell Ridan to erosion, it is estimated to have
experienced an annual loss of land of >1 m during the past 50 years. This likely
removed the maritime infrastructure noted 30 years ago, along with other evidence for
pre-modern maritime activities, often not accompanied by built/artificial infrastructure
during the Bronze and Iron Ages (Yasur-Landau et al. 2018, 77).

Further to the SW and along a coast used by traditional fishing boats, Tell el-Jenan
(geomolg.ps) is a coastal mound with evidence for premodern human presence.
Though the precise location of the site is unclear, the general area contains modern struc-
tures and agricultural fields. Like most of the coast near Khan Younis, it has experienced
high rates of erosion.

At the border with Egypt, Tell Rafah (historic Raphia, Obied 2016, 138–39) is located
at one of the actively eroding coastlines of the Gaza Strip. Erosion appears particularly
aggravated after the 2010 construction of sea groins 2 km west of the border and extend-
ing almost 1 km seaward (Abualtayef et al. 2021, 3). The coastal zone is now covered by
modern structures (Figure 15). Archaeological evidence dating between the Bronze Age
and the early 20th century has been documented within the city of Rafah, further inland
—an area drastically altered by modern development, and significantly damaged during
the 2008–2009 (UNEP 2009, 17, map 3, 23, map 7) and the 2014 conflicts (Weizman
2017, 186–90).

Beyond the coastal zone, several sites have been explored to differing extents. Though
not possible to discuss those in detail, we summarise our observations, accompanied with
relevant literature on Table 2. This information is accessible via the EAMENA database,
including the coordinates of the sites.

Conclusions and Future Directions

Though research on Levantine maritime archaeology has expanded over the past few
decades, significant maritime hubs on the Levantine coast remain poorly understood.
One such place is the Gaza Strip, an area with limited funds and ongoing political
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issues (including marine blockade), exacerbating its demographic, economic, humanitar-
ian and ecological crises. The maritime archaeology of the Gaza Strip is limited by severe
challenges in the identification, documentation, further analysis and management of

Figure 13. Shoreline change and movement between 1990 and 2020 on the northern border of the
Gaza Strip, adjacent to the naval barrier (adopted from www.undp.gaza.eoapp.de).
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archaeological features. It is unlikely that this situation will substantively change in the
future in the context of the Israeli blockade. We also anticipate that it will be further
exacerbated by the impact of climate change and the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam. The latter is the first hydroelectric dam system to be constructed on the Nile
since the Aswan High Dam in the 1960s. Once it becomes fully operational it will
affect the Nile hydrological system downriver (Wheeler et al. 2020).

Though maritime archaeological research in the Gaza Strip is close to non-existent,
excavated and known MCH, combined with research on Gaza’s coastline present signifi-
cant opportunities to examine the history of human engagement with the sea. Creating a
benchmark for the study of MCH in Gaza highlights interpretive shortcomings due to
site condition and preservation. It also helps heritage practitioners on the ground to
prioritise site monitoring and management. Furthermore, MarEA’s and EAMENA’s
inventory of archaeological and environmental data (database.eamena.org) offers a
wide array of interim opportunities to expand existing research on palaeo-geography,
to broaden research on low-cost, sustainable methods for site documentation, and to
develop rigorous theoretical discussions on the relation between site preservation and
archaeological narratives (Figure 16).

Based on the present inventory, most maritime archaeological sites in Gaza are
directly affected by erosion and building development (Table 3), both of which cannot
be viewed separately from Gaza’s political situation. Coastal erosion constantly
exposes and eliminates archaeological contexts on the coastal scarp, the excavation of
which requires significant amount of funds and labour that are not available. Moreover,
building development becomes a priority under the unique demographic pressures char-
acterising this region.

Figure 14. Landscape changes around Tell Qatifa between 1971 and 2021 (produced on ArcGIS Pro
using purchased Corona Imagery and publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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Though limited funds prevent the systematic excavation of maritime sites and underwater
explorations are not permitted, regular documentation of the coastal scarp has been used in
the archaeology of theMENA region to produce an accurate record of eroding archaeological
contexts (e.g.,Andreou et al. 2017;Andreou2018; Pourkermanet al. 2018). Such recordwould

Figure 15. Landscape changes around Tell Rafah between 2003 and 2021 (produced on ArcGIS Pro
using publicly available imagery from geomolg.ps).
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offer information on archaeological features otherwise destroyed without documentation.
Though such attempts have recently focused on Anthedon, less extensively documented
sites such as Tell-Ridan, Tell Ruqeish and Tell Qatifa present significant opportunity for
rapid documentation and subsequent enhancement of existing narratives on historical
engagement with the sea. Similarly, an inventory of iconographic representations and
written sources onmaritime activities within the area of research, offer important indications
of historical perceptions of the ancient coastal landscape (e.g., Obied 2016) and indications on
the location andmateriality of premodern shorelines. The inventory of these locations is cur-
rently under preparation and will be published at a later stage.

Beyond the modern coastal zone, apart from the old city of Gaza and a small number
of villages dating during and before the Ottoman Era, the direct impact of conflict (air
strikes, demolitions) does not seem to have extensively affected archaeological sites
(Table 4). Like the coastal zone, however, the indirect impact of conflict, such as the
housing crisis is identified as the main factor affecting the archaeological preservation.

Though not possible to examine all known archaeological features found within
densely built-up areas, the examination of historical maps offers valuable information
on premodern human activities in the Gaza Strip. Establishing a baseline for the study
of MCH in Gaza, including site location, available bibliographic and imagery sources,
noted disturbances and coastal vulnerability, offers a valuable tool in prioritising site
monitoring, establishing more targeted documentation strategies, but also encouraging
a closer collaboration between heritage practitioners and coastal scientists that both
share an interest in the preservation of Gaza’s landscape—a rich source of environmental
and cultural history.

Figure 16. Map of coastal archaeological sites in the Gaza Strip (produced on ArcGIS Pro).
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